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       Electrical Submersible Pump (ESP) is an efficient and useful artificial lift method for lifting 
fluids to the surface. In oil production, sand is an inevitable part which causes ESPs to fail 
regarding to erosion of the equipment. Therefore, erosion simulation in ESP pump would be a 
great help for maintenance and life span of the system. In the present work, a Computational Fluid 
Dynamics (CFD) simulation of erosion in an impeller is performed in order to give a better 
understanding. Meshing and CFD simulations are done using ANSYS Fluent software. Different 
scenarios are considered to find the effect of various parameters on the erosion rate.  The pump is 
simulated at two frequencies as 50 and 60 Hertz. The model is based on Eulerian-Eulerian 
approach where the primary and secondary phases are oil and sand respectively.  Also, CFD 
simulations of different boundary conditions, sand sizes and densities are presented to predict the 














In the early stages of the oil production, the bottomhole pressure is sufficient to overcome the head 
losses during the flow lifts up toward the surface. However, according to the diffusivity equation, 
the bottomhole pressure drops after a while to below the total pressure losses in the well. In such 
cases the artificial lifting methods are employed to increase the production rate. The most 
applicable artificial lift methods can be categorized into pump driven methods and gas lifting. The 
pump driven method subcategorizes into different major systems as positive-displacement plunger 
pump, Electrical Submersible Pump (ESP) or jet pumping. The classification of the pumps is based 
on the ways that fluid moves by forcing the fluid volume into the pump's discharge. In such way, 
displacing the fluid can be done by either rotating impeller, propeller/ rotor, or the positive 
displacement. Also, the rotating pumps can be classified into the radial, axial, or mixed flow groups 
according to the direction of the impeller’s discharge. 
As the name implies, in the radial flow impeller, fluid discharges radially with respect to the 
entrance. Likewise, the fluid enters and exists along the axis of rotation or the driving shaft in the 
axial flow pump. Due to the low head that happens in these pumps, they usually are used in large 
capacity applications such as, water supplies and irrigation [1]. In the mixed flow impeller, a 
combination of both radially and axially movements is expected, and the flow is subjected to the 
centrifugal force as well as the axial force. In these type of pumps, the fluid enters axially and 
discharges in both the axial and radial directions. Artificial lift method selection depends on the           
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actual field conditions, such as the well depth, production rates, fluid properties and the equipment 
where the pump should be installed on it. In Fig. 1, the recommended working condition of three 
most common methods is depicted.  
 
Figure 1. Comparison between different artificial methods [1] 
 
In this figure, the production rate versus lifting depth for gas lifting, ESP and jet pumping methods 
are presented. Also, we can find the appropriate potential of ESP pumps for lifting the fluid within 
a wide range of depth and production rate in comparison with the other methods. Due to this 
potential, extensive research has been conducted for improving ESP pumps to introduce more 
efficient system with higher life span [1, 2]. Fig. 2 depicts the contribution of artificial lift methods 
in USA among about 500000 oil wells. It shows that various types of sucker-rod pumps are utilized 
on about 85 percent of the well and ESP pumps are applied in 4% of the wells [3]. 
In terms of maintenance, the costs for every overhaul of a failed ESP pump encourages the 
companies to have a more reliable unit with better design. Some of these expenses are related to 
setting up and down the equipment and the labor costs. However, the evaluation of any methods 
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or systems like ESP pumps, requires consideration of both the limitation and advantages. 
 
Figure 2. Usage of different types of artificial lift methods in U.S. [3] 
 
For this purpose, some of the advantages and disadvantages of ESP unit are presented as follows: 
Advantages: 
-Requires minimal surface equipment 
- Can work at high temperature  
- Can produce high liquid volume  
- Can be applied in deviated wells 
- Can be installed in both offshore and surface environments 
- Suitable for different well conditions 
Disadvantages: 
- Requires high initial capital cost  
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- Gas content deteriorates its efficiency  
- Sand or other solid particles increase potentially system failure 
- Maintenance difficulty  
- Sensitivity to abrasive material  
- Dependency to a reliable electrical power with high voltage source  
As mentioned, the ESP pumps can be classified into the rotary pumps that widely are used by the 




The rotating part of ESP is the impeller and it contains curved vanes which are connected to the 
shaft. It increases the kinetic energy of the fluid by transferring the work of the motor to the system 
and implementing a centrifugal force on the flow. It can be made of different materials such as 
iron, aluminum or plastic based on the transferring power or the pumps conditions. Based on its 
characteristics, it can be categorized into three different types: open impeller, enclosed impeller 
and semi-open impeller. The main components of any type of impellers usually are blade, hub and 
shroud, leading and trailing edges. Refer to Fig. 3, the nomenclature of the impeller parts and its 
construction is presented. [1] 
The discharged flow of the impeller will have different eddy sizes which reduces the total energy 
due to interaction between impeller and eddies. The diffuser is a part of an ESP with the role of 
reducing this energy loss. In each ESP unit, multistage stack of impellers and diffusers in an ESP 
are shown in Fig. 4. In each stage there is an impeller to support the required energy to the system 
by taking from the pump shaft and the stationary part as diffuser to direct the outlet flow of the 
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previous impeller to the next stage impeller. At the inlet of each stage, the fluid form the previous 
stage enters the next impeller in an axial direction and increases its velocity at the discharge due 
to the rotational speed of the impeller’s vanes. This process is repeated several times till the desired 
total pressure is gained.  
 
Figure 3. The Nomenclature of an impeller [2] 
 
 
Figure 4. Schematic of a multistage ESP pump 
 
The pump unit of an ESP usually operates in a vertical position, however the principle of operation 
remains the same when it is installed inclined. Generally, the producing capacity of an ESP pump 
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in each stages relates to the system characteristics as well as the operational conditions, such as:  
- Rotational speed of the motor shaft 
- Thermodynamic properties of the working fluid 
- Design of the impeller 
- Size of the impeller 
- Actual required head of the pump 
Maximum practical loaded stages by the ESP pump is limited by several factors, and each of them 
has an impact on the number of impellers and diffusers required. Some of these factors are:   
- Mechanical strength of the motor shaft 
- Maximum allowable load on the thrust bearing of the system 
- The maximum burst-pressure rating of the pump housing 
The frequency of the electrical submersible pumps is another factor which should be optimized in 
pumps that are working in a downhole environment. However, the relationships between the 
rotational speed and the performance parameters of the pump in different rotational speed rules by 
the affinity laws. Affinity laws consider the relationship between the performance parameters and 













)2                (1-3) 
where N, Q, H and BHP are pump rotational speed, volume flow rate, pump Head and required 
brake horsepower respectively. Regarding to the above equations, the flow rate of a pump is 
directly proportional to the rotational speed. Also, pump head and brake horsepower change 
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proportionally to the square of the rotational speed. 
One main problem we often face within ESPs is the erosion. Since impellers produce fluids from 
oil well usually contain solid particles, the erosion from such particles can affect the performance 
of an ESP and can cause failure of the unit and the moving parts of the pump. Hisham [2] 
investigated the most common failures in ESP pumps, and based on his study, cable and motor 
parts are the major components which need more maintenance during the life span of ESPs. Fig. 
5 depicts the possible locations which are prone to sand erosion during the operation of ESPs [1]. 
  
Figure 5. Sand problem in fixed impeller ESP [2] 
 
The magnitude of erosion depends on hardness, concentration, size, shape, and toughness of solid 
particles. Moreover, the characteristics of sand production can be explained by the rock mechanics 
principles as follows [1]: 
- Usually sand production starts at high flow rates 
- After the breakthrough, sand production increases 
It is worth to mention that the solids other than sand, such as iron sulfide and calcium carbonate 
may also cause erosion in a pump. However, most erosion problems arise from the production of 
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sand and reservoir fluids. There are some methods to extend the life span of ESP pumps which are 
subjected to sand erosion. For example, hardening of the surface through using hard materials such 
as silicon carbide, tungsten carbide and ceramic. However, hard materials are very brittle and they 
can fracture very easily if the loads reach to a certain value. Improving the design and 
manufacturing of ESPs can also help reducing the risk of erosion of pumps during the operation.  
Based on what was discussed, modeling and understanding the behavior of fluid inside the ESP 
pumps have been a great interest to many researchers. The investigations can have different 
approaches as numerical, experimental and analytical methods. With the numerical approach there 
have been conducted extensive research conducted on using CFD simulation to modeling the fluid 
flow in ESPs which is used in this project too. In this regards, the objective of the present thesis is 
stated in chapter two. Then, literature review is presented in chapter three and the approaches 
which are used to simulate erosion rate are covered in chapter four. Finally, the results are 
presented and discussed in chapter five and recommendations for the future studies are suggested 
in chapter six.  
This project builds on previous work on using CFD simulation to model fluid behavior and erosion 
rate prediction in ESPs. The erosion problem in ESPs is a key that determines the life span of the 
pump. In this thesis, we discuss the CFD simulation using k-epsilon RANS turbulence model for 
predicting the erosion rates in ESPs. The analysis in this study is performed using ANSYS Fluent. 
Fluent was selected because of its capability to solve fluid flow equations efficiently. The 
simulation is performed to assess the effect of each parameter on erosion rate in ESPs. The result 
from this research will help pump manufacturers to have a prediction of the life span of their 
products, and help the consumers evaluate maintenance costs for ESPs.   
 




Marsis et al. [4] studied the hydraulic thrust in an ESP pump which carries a mixed flow in the 
multistage pump and includes all the components and balance holes. They validated their results 
with experimental data. Their model was a transient analysis on the impeller types 338, 538 and 
400 series which are designed and manufactured by Baker Hughes Inc. In case of the turbulence 
modeling, they applied the k-epsilon model. Three different scenarios for the number of the 
balance hole were considered and the results were compared to the actual tested thrust. The three 
scenarios were selected as zero, two and six balance hole, where the six balance hole shows the 
minimum thrust.  
Hadjiyannis et al. [5] performed experimental testing and CFD modeling on the erosion study of 
vertical submersible pumps. The study focused on experimental approach for selection of the most 
proper coating materials which involve nano-indentations. The coating materials were selected as 
plasma and high velocity oxygen fuel (HVOF) which are cost effective solutions in the pump 
industry. They applied Finnie model to determine erosion rate in the impeller and diffuser. Finally, 
they obtained the velocity of particles and compared the computational results with the data from 
experimental tests. According to the Finnie Model, the key parameters are particles impact 
velocity, surface-particle collision angle and wall properties where the particles are colliding. The 
mathematical expression of Finnie Model is shown in the following equations: 
𝐸 = 𝑘𝑉𝑝
𝑛𝑓(𝛾)                                                                                                                          (2-1) 
 





𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝛾                       𝑡𝑎𝑛𝛾 >
1
3
        sin(2𝛾) − 3𝑠𝑖𝑛2𝛾        𝑡𝑎𝑛𝛾 <
1
3
             
                                                                            (2-2)  
where E, K,Vp and 𝛾 represent non-dimensional mass, erosion factor, local particle velocity and 
the impact angle respectively. Their results showed that the balanced combination of toughness 
and hardness is important for selecting a pump coating material. Perez et al. [6] utilized ANSYS® 
CFX to study the fluid flow in a centrifugal pump and compared the results with the experimental 
ones. The centrifugal pump used in the test is a commercial centrifugal pump with two stages, 
eight backward curved blades, and a twelve-vane diffuser. They used mass and momentum 
conservation equations to properly address the flow behavior in centrifugal pumps, which are: 




∇𝑝 + 𝜐∇2?⃑? 𝑥𝑦𝑧 + 𝑔 = 2?⃑? × ?⃑? 𝑥𝑦𝑧 + ?⃑? × (?⃑? × 𝑟 ) +
𝑑?⃑? 𝑥𝑦𝑧
𝑑𝑡
+ ?⃑? 𝑥𝑦𝑧. ∇⃑ 𝑉𝑥𝑦𝑧                                        (2-4) 
The terms 2?⃑? × ?⃑? 𝑥𝑦𝑧 and ?⃑? × (?⃑? × 𝑟 ) are the Coriolis and centripetal accelerations, 
1
𝜌
∇𝑝 is the 
pressure gradient, 𝜐∇2?⃑? 𝑥𝑦𝑧 is the viscosity dissipation and 𝑔  as gravity acceleration part. On the 
right hand side of the equation, there are the temporal acceleration and convective of the flow. 
Also, the rest of the nomenclatures are 𝜌, 𝑝, 𝜐, ?⃑? 𝑥𝑦𝑧 , ω  and 𝑟  which respectively represent specific 
mass, hydrostatic pressure, kinetic viscosity, fluid velocity on a non-inertial reference framework 
system, angular velocity of the rotor, position of a particle to the origin of the non-inertial reference 
framework system.  In order to obtain the turbulent flow, the Reynolds average equations, 
conservative of mass and momentum equations and the Boussinesq hypothesis were used. The 









= 0                        (2-5)          
 





























































































































)]                       (2-8) 
in presence of domain rotation, the angular velocity must be considered. In this case the source 
terms 𝑆𝑥 and 𝑆𝑦 which are dependent on the frame motion are subjected to the changes as described 
in the following equations: 
𝑆𝑥 = −2𝜔𝑧?̅? − 𝜔𝑧
2𝑥                   (2-9)  
𝑆𝑦 = −2𝜔𝑧?̅? − 𝜔𝑧
2𝑦                    (2-10) 




                  (2-11) 
This model proposes a relationship between the turbulent kinetic viscosity 𝜐𝑡 with the turbulent 
kinetic energy k and the energy diffusion ratio . In the equation (2-11) the 𝑐𝜇 term is a constant 
coefficient in the k-epsilon turbulent model. Since in the turbulence modeling, we should solve the 
production and dissipation of eddies beside Navier-Stokes equations, the equations for eddies’ 


























(𝐶 1𝑃𝑘 − 𝐶 2 )                   (2-13)  
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𝐷𝑘 and 𝐷  are diffusive terms for k and  , 𝑃𝑘 describe the production of 𝑘  ,also 𝐶 1 and 𝐶 2 are 
































































































]}      (2-16)        
where the coefficients in k-epsilon turbulence model are: 
𝐶𝜇 = 0.09; 𝜎𝑘 = 1.00; 𝜎 = 1.30; 𝐶 1 = 1.44; 𝐶 2 = 1.92           (2-17)  
The authors modeled a centrifugal pump which is working at three different angular velocities as 
806, 1000 and 1150 rpm. In their study, the boundary condition for the inlet was set to 0 Pa and 
the constant mass flow rate as 10-20-30-40-50 m3/h at the outlet were selected. They obtained the 
pressure at different points and compared them with the experimental results by installing the 
pressure sensors at the same points and measured the pressure during a minute by averaging the 
obtained data at every seconds. Based on their results, the difference between the simulation and 
experiment is higher when the mass flow rate increases. Furthermore, the existence of recirculation 
and swirling flow causes more disagreement between the numerical and experimental results at 
the diffuser. 
Marsis et al. [7] utilized two computational fluid dynamics erosion models to predict the erosion 
rate in the ESP pump. The first model is ERC-2003 and was proposed by Russell at 2003 based 
on his empirical study, and the second one is the ERC-2008 which is the modification of previous 
method by Russell that covers the low-velocity flow range. They deployed two different 
approaches as the discrete phase method and Eulerian-Eulerian granular model for simulating the 
interaction between the fluid phase and the erosion material. They also discussed the impact angle 
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function as a key factor in their model to match the CFD model with the experimental data. By 
this model, the first particle collision at positive impact angle with the wall creating a gouge on it, 
causes the other particles which are flowing parallel to the wall impact the surface and remove the 
material off of it. Essentially ERC-2008 model predicts more accurate erosion rate contours around 
the complex geometry. This model is described as [7]: 
 E= AVpnf(θ)                                              (2-18)  
where E, Vp and f(θ) respectively are mass of erosion loss/mass of particles impinging, particle 
velocity and the impact angle function. Also A and N are experimentally determined constants. 
In the model, a single stage MVP G470 ESP pump is used with the flow rates of 20 and 25 KBPD 
and the rotating speed of 3600 rpm. In case of erosion model, both the discrete phase model (DPM) 
and Eulerian-Eulerian approach are utilized. The main difference between these two models is that 
DPM model consists of separate flow and particle iterations, but in the Eulerian-Eulerian method 
the fluid flow of the liquid and the granular phases are simulated at the same time. Due to this 
definition, Eulerian-Eulerian model would be a more precise approach in higher sand volume 
fraction. They compared both CFD models with the experimental results to demonstrate the 
accuracy of the simulation, where the sand size assumed 53 micrometers and the sand 
concentration was 1 pound of sand per 1000 bbl of the liquid.  
Finally, they concluded the Eulerian method can capture the particles and predict the erosion rate 
more efficient than DPM model. 
Barrios and Prado [8] empirically studied the two-phase flow inside an ESP pump to predict the 
operational conditions that lead to surging. For this purpose, a special high speed instrumentation 
was selected to acquire the visual flow dynamics and bubble sizes. The two-stage ESP prototype 
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pump is a GC6100 model made by centrilift pump. The modified prototype stage consists of an 
impeller, diffuser, hub and the pump inlet pipe, were built from Plexiglas as a transparent material 
to allow flow visualization inside the channels. To capture a better vision of what is happening 
inside ESP, they removed shroud and painted other parts. They performed three types of tests as: 
single phase, surging test and bubble diameter measurement test. 
They also determined a dimensionless parameter to compare dynamic behavior of the fluid inside 
the pump in different rotational speeds. They introduced sauter mean diameter (SMD) as diameter 
of the bubble having the same volume to surface area ratio to demonstrate the bubble size change 








                                                                       (2-19) 
where Ni is the number of the bubble and 𝛿𝑖 is the bubble diameter. They performed the tests at 
different flow rates, and operational angular speeds of 900, 1200, and 1500 rpm. 
At the end, they reported observation of small recirculation close to the pressure side zone of the 
blades and presence of bigger bubble at higher gas void fractions inside the pump. 
Maitelli et al. [9] used the k-epsilon turbulence model to simulate a three-dimensional flow inside 
a centrifugal pump. They considered three different conditions where in each of them the impeller 
rotates in angular velocity of 3500rpm. In the first condition, the blade length of impeller was same 
as the real model design, the second model conducted for the condition of real blades length in 
presence of both the impeller and diffuser, and in the third case the external radius of the impeller 
and diffuser increased by 4 mm. In terms of the boundary conditions, the pressure at inlet was set 
as 1 atm with variable mass flow at the outlet.  They compared the CFD results with the 
experimental data of the pump and reported more deviation from the experimental results in case 
of smallest flow rate.  
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Sun and Prado [10] presented a new incompressible single-phase model for ESP’s head pump. 
They considered the fractional and shock losses in their model. At the first step, they obtained the 


















]                                                      (2-20)    





− 𝜌𝑙𝑔𝑠𝑑𝑠]                                                                    (2-21)  
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)                  (2-23) 
where p is the pressure, 𝜌𝑙 is density,  𝑤 is the relative flow velocity between the fluids and the 
channel, s is the distance from the entrance tip of impeller or diffuser to certain location on the 
streamline, r is the location, g is the gravitational acceleration, 𝜔 is the angular velocity, and 𝛽 is 
the geometric blade angle.  
They also discussed the pressure distribution and head equation in the presence of the friction 
losses, and proposed an ordinary differential equation for ESP pump at the radial position r along 










𝑑𝑟 − 𝜌𝑙𝑔𝑠𝑑𝑠]           (2-24) 





 can be obtained from: 
 















)               (2-25) 
To relate the friction term of the pressure loss in the equation (2-25) to the friction factor, f, the 











               (2-26) 
The shock loss is the other term that should be considered in the total head loss and it can be 
calculated as: 
∆𝑝𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑐𝑘,𝑙 = 𝜌𝑙𝑔[𝑎𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑐𝑘,𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑄𝑙
2 + 𝑏𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑐𝑘,𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 (𝑄𝑙
𝜔𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑟
𝜔𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑟,𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒





          (2-27) 
in this equation, the head loss was calculated on the base condition which is determined in a certain 
rotational speed, and the coefficients: 𝑎𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑐𝑘,𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 , 𝑏𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑐𝑘,𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 , 𝑐𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑐𝑘,𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 can be obtained from the 
following equation: 
∆𝐻𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑐𝑘,𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 = 𝑎𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑐𝑘,𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑄𝑙
2 + 𝑏𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑐𝑘,𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑄𝑙 + 𝑐𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑐𝑘,𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒                    (2-28) 
when the friction and shock loss terms are considered, the equation for head increment in every 
stages would be as follow: 
∆𝑝𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 𝑝𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡−𝐸𝑦𝑒 − 𝑝𝐸𝑦𝑒 − ∆𝑝𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑐𝑘,𝑙           (2-29) 
To have a better understanding about this calculations and nomenclatures, Fig. 6 is depicted as 
follow: 
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Figure 6. Schematic of the radial impeller’s geometry [10] 
 
Several investigations have studied the effect of the channel curvature, cross section shape, and 
rotational speed on the friction factor as the friction factor depends on the geometry, curvature, 
and the movement. In this paper [10], they defined different friction factor for the impeller and 
diffuser based on the critical Reynolds number, which it can be written as: 
for the diffuser: 
(𝑁𝑅𝑒)𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡_𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡,𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓. = (𝑁𝑅𝑒)𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡_𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 (1 + ( 
(𝑁𝑅𝑒)𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡,𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑟
(𝑁𝑅𝑒)𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙
+ 1) + ( 
(𝑁𝑅𝑒)𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡,𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑
(𝑁𝑅𝑒)𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙
− 1))     (2-30) 
for the impeller: 
(𝑁𝑅𝑒)𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡,𝑖𝑚𝑝. = (𝑁𝑅𝑒)𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 (1 + (
(𝑁𝑅𝑒)𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡,𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑟
(𝑁𝑅𝑒)𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙







− 1))             (2-31) 
Finally, they used the multiplication factor to introduce the friction factor as: 
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𝑓𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑟 = 𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑟𝐹𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐹𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑𝑓𝑐𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑟,𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡,𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛          (2-32) 
𝑓𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑟 = 𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑟𝐹𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐹𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑𝑓𝑐𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑟,𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑦        (2-33) 
Pak and Lee [11] simulated a centrifugal impeller containing five blades based on the k-epsilon 
turbulence method with the bubbly flow as the second phase flow. The model was a three-
dimension geometry which employed the SIMPLE method to discrete the volume into the finite 
volumes subdomain. The working fluids were the water-air mixture with variable void fraction. In 
additions, the experimental tests were conducted to verify the CFD simulation results for both the 
void fraction and pressure distribution.  
Gonzalez et al. [12] analyzed CFD model of a centrifugal pump with seven impeller blades and 
axial suction and volute casing, in order to find the rotor-stator interaction on it. They compared 
the experimental results with the obtained data from the simulation. The authors also used the 
pressure velocity coupling through the SIMPLEC algorithm to perform a fluid structure interaction 
study on the blades of the rotor. Then, they presented the pressure fluctuation in the volute wall 
and compared it with the experimental data.  
Feng et al. [13] investigated both the experimental and CFD analysis approaches of the fluid flow 
inside a radial diffuser pump. In the modeling part, they used three-dimensional Navier-Stokes 
equation with Detached Eddy Simulation (DES) turbulence model that was able to predict the flow 
field inside the pump. In the experimental test, the PIV visualization of the flow was performed 
where the pump was built from Plexiglas material to provide clear optical access for the camera to 
record the PIV measurement data. They observed the separation in the suction side of the impeller 
where the most turbulence zone is expected. They reported good agreement between their 
simulation and the experimental PIV data.  
Zhou et al. [14] studied three different scenarios of centrifugal pumps. In the first scenario pump 
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has four straight blades (M1), in the next one they considered the pump with six twisted blades 
(M2). The last model was a centrifugal pump with six twisted blades but in a different sizes (M3). 
They used of CFX software to solve three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equation combined with 
standard k-epsilon two-equation turbulence model. The boundary conditions were specified as 
constant mass flow at the inlet and two rotational speeds 2900 and 1450 rpm were used in the 
computations for all the cases. The results demonstrated that M2 and M3 designs were better than 
M1 pump. Also, twisted blade models have higher pump efficiency compared to the straight blade 
geometry. 
Asuaje et al. [15] analyzed an impeller and volute of a centrifugal pump. The model has a 3D 
geometry and CFX software was used to solve the problem. The authors utilized three types of 
turbulence model at the similar conditions as k-epsilon, k-omega and shear stress transport (SST) 
methods and compared their results together. Since the diffuser and impeller simulated together, 
the frozen-rotor interface was chosen to address the changes between the reference frame of the 
rotating impeller and static volute casing. In the frozen-rotor interface method, the relative position 
of the components would be updated step by step in a quasi-unsteady calculation. In terms of the 
boundary conditions, the inlet pressure was set to 1atm and the variable mass flow was specified 
at the outlet. 
Thin et al. [16] simulated a single-stage centrifugal pump while water as a working fluid axially 
entered through the impeller eye and discharged radially. In the system, casing is designed to guide 
the fluid to the impeller, and converts the high kinetic energy related to the high velocity into the 
pressure term. Based on their design, an impeller with nine blades was analyzed. The flow rate of 
0.179 m3/s with the rotor speed of 2900 rpm was set as the working conditions. To analyze the 
pump performance, they studied the effect of items as volute friction losses, shock losses, disk 
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friction losses, recirculation losses, and impeller friction losses of centrifugal pump. 
Minggao et al. [17] analyzed a centrifugal pump based on the numerical approach. They performed 
a simulation in different rotational speed using ANSYS Fluent. In terms of the turbulence model, 
standard k-epsilon method was chosen with SIMPLEC algorithm. The simulation conducted as 
steady condition and moving reference frame was used to consider the impeller-volute interaction. 
The flow analysis results indicated that gradient of velocity has an important effect on the location 
and area of low pressure region of the blades. Furthermore, they cited Fluent software as an 
accurate and reliable commercial package for solving such kind of problems.  
Zhou et al. [18] studied three-dimensional flow field inside a centrifugal pump. They deployed 
Solidworks software to create the volute casing and the flow passage. The working fluid assumed 
incompressible and viscous, so the flow is treated as three-dimensional incompressible turbulent 
flow. In this regard, three known turbulence methods of RNG k-epsilon Standard, Realizable k- 
epsilon and standard k-epsilon were utilized to simulate the flow field. The coupling equations of 
the pressure-velocity were calculated through the SIMPLE algorithm. In case of the frame rotation, 
Multiple Reference Frame (MRF) approach was applied for the numerical calculations. Boundary 
conditions were set as velocity at the inlet and mass flow at the outlet. The simulation results were 
compared with available experimental data, and it showed more accuracy for the RNG k-epsilon 
model. Moreover, they varied the number of blades to evaluate its effect on the efficiency of the 
pump.  
Peri et al. [19] studied a CFD simulation on a choke to present the erosion rate of different parts 
as a function of flow rate and choke position. They cited numerous factors which affect the erosion 
rate, and discussed the interaction between all these factors which makes erosion reduction a 
challenging issue. They performed both the experimental and CFD modeling to validate their 
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work. They deployed the experimental data for validating the results of the CFD model. Based on 
the results, they proposed standard k-epsilon model as turbulence method which matches more 
closely to the experimental data. The sand with an average size of 300 microns was used in all the 
tests. They utilized the following formula for calculating the erosion rate [19]: 
𝐸𝑅 = 𝐴𝐵−0.59𝐹(𝜃)𝑉1.73              (2-34) 
where ER is the erosion rate, A is an empirical constant, F is an empirical function that accounts 
for angle of impact, B is the Brinell hardness and V is the particle impact velocity. They concluded 
that the erosion rate increases in a quadratic fashion with respect to the flow rate. 
Sirino and Morales [20] simulated a transient multi-stage model of ESP pump using CFX software. 
They considered the effect of different factors as flow rates, rotor speeds and fluid viscosity on 
ESP performance. They compared their results with the experimental data too. The geometry of 
the model was based on the semi-axial ESP pump with seven blades for impeller and seven vanes 
for diffuser. In case of boundary conditions, they assumed the walls as a smooth and no-slip 
condition, also the fixed static pressure, Pref= 0, at the inlet and the fixed flow rate at the outlet 
were chosen. They introduced three dimensionless numbers to demonstrate the head and flow rate 
degradation in terms of viscosity and rotation speed. Finally, they proposed further studies are 
required since they were uncertain about the verification of their study in other cases. 
Stel et al. [21] performed a CFD analysis of the flow in the first stage of a two-stage centrifugal 
pump with a vane diffuser. The authors aimed to study the unsteady flow caused by impeller-
diffuser interaction. In this regards, different volumetric flow rates and variable rotor speeds were 
considered to present a wide range of designs. In addition, the first stage performance of the pump 
was compared with experimental data. They showed several large recirculation zones in both the 
impeller and diffuser notably tend to be concentrated near the blade pressure side. The authors 
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introduced a dimensionless flow coefficient to obtain the effect of rotor speed on the results as: 
∅ = 𝑄/(2𝜋𝑅2𝑏𝜔)                    (2-35) 
Where Q is the volumetric flow rate, R is the first impeller outlet radius, b is the blade height for 
the first impeller outlet and ω is the angular speed.  
Muttalli et al. [22] modeled a centrifugal pump with ten blades impeller domain using ANSYS 
CFX in order to simulate the cavitation inside it. The authors assumed steady state conditions, 
constant fluid properties, incompressible fluid flow and the smooth walls during the simulation. In 
case of the boundary conditions, they set the constant pressure at the inlet and defined variable 
mass flow rate at the outlet. The standard k-epsilon model was used as turbulence model, where 
the impeller was rotating at different speeds 7000, 7700, 8400 and 9100 rpm with variable mass 
flow rates. They also studied the velocity contours to find the kinetic energy and dynamic pressure 
in the impeller. 
Duasting et al. [23] conducted an experimental study at Schlumberger Ground Research (SGR) 
center to investigate the internal flows in ESP geometry using optical measurement techniques 
such as Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) and Laser Doppler Velocimetry. In the Laser Doppler 
Velocimetry (LDV), velocity of individual particle tracers by measuring the Doppler frequency 
shift which would happen when a particle crossing an interference. For this purpose, they 
fabricated a transparent model of ESP pump from poly methyl methacrylate (PMMA) material. 
As they reported, the PIV system consisted of a dual cavity laser, optics, seeding particles, CCD 
camera, timing unit and related software. As it can be seen in Fig. 7, the laser beam was directed 
to the transport model through a laser light guide and a PIV camera was mounted above the set up. 
To synchronize the laser and camera, they utilized a timing card that is controlled by the PIV 
software. Also, data acquisition trigged by the motor controller and then an encoder which was 
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installed on the motor. They used highly reflective particles due to their better signal to noise ratio 
which made it more convenient for PIV system to trace the particles. However, they mentioned 
that by all the equipment and considerations, the noise of the other parts could not be eliminated 
completely. To measure both the axial and tangential velocities in the stage, they utilized a two-
component LDV system. So, every second the measurements in the x and y directions were 
represented by a vector which is plotted for the graphical clarity and shown in the following figure. 
 
 
Figure 7. Schematics of the setup for the PIV system [23] 
They demonstrated that the changes in Reynolds number can affect boundary region 
characteristics. As an example, they showed the thinner boundary region appears at the higher 
Reynolds numbers. They finally concluded that the optical measurement techniques can capture 
the recirculation and the wake regions in complex geometries like the pumps which experience the 
strong velocity fluctuation. 
Caridad et al. [24] studied the simulation of the air-water mixture in an impeller of ESP pump and 
finally they compared their results with the experimental data. They considered the distribution of 
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the gas void fraction and the bubble size on the system. The standard k-epsilon turbulence model 
was chosen to simulate the fluid flow of two phase model. In case of boundary conditions, they 
specified the pressure at the inlet, and constant mass flow rate condition at the outlet. The results 
demonstrated gas pocket in the pressure side of the blade, and they related it to the drag and 
pressure gradient forces inside the impeller. This means that the drag force tends to push the bubble 
toward the outlet due to the slippage between two phases, and the pressure gradient force tends to 
slow it down. The authors studied three different gas void fractions with variable bubble diameters 
to figure out their effects on the flow field. They also concluded that the degradation of the pump’s 
head in their model is related to the diameter of the bubbles. So, the balance between drag and 
pressure gradient forces can change the volume of the bubble. 
Galavo et al. [25] performed a CFD simulation to determine the temperature distribution in the 
motor housing and evaluated heat transfer between ESP components and the environment. They 
validated the results by comparing CFD simulations with the field data obtained from wells 
equipped with bottom-hole sensors. Modeling was accomplished based on a single and multiphase 
flow. They applied Newton’s law of cooling and calculated the convective heat transfer coefficient 
for both the laminar and turbulent regimes. In the mathematical approach, they calculated the 
temperature distribution by considering three components which were geothermal gradient 
temperature, motor temperature contribution and the fluid temperature.  
Bellary et al. [26] introduced an evolutionary genetic algorithm to find the optimal point for an 
electrical submersible pump. The process included simulation of an impeller and implementing 
the optimization method on it with the objective function as efficiency and head maximization. 
They sketched the domain using Ansys Bladegen and Turbogrid modules and utilized ANSYS 
CFX for simulation, with the boundary condition as mass flow rate at the outlet and the rotor speed 
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3000 rpm. They considered some parameters which have more effects on the pump performance 
and then applied optimization strategies on them.  
Marsis et al. [27] studied CFD modeling of an ESP pump manufactured by Baker Hughes which 
could handle up to 70% gas volume fraction. The computational results were compared with the 
experimental data at different diffuser geometry scenarios. The boundary conditions were defined 
as mass flow rate at the inlet and pressure at the outlet. They applied moving reference frame and 
moving mesh methods to simulate the impeller rotation. Based on their results, momentum of the 
flow increases by either increasing the rotor speed or mass flow rate in the pump. 
Moreover, they showed the flow pattern at the diffuser outlet was non-homogenous and had strong 
vortices which increased head loss in the next impeller stage. They proposed the reduction of the 
separation in the diffuser in order to increase the efficiency of the impeller at the next stage. 
Finally, they reported the reduction of separation was enabled by modifying meridional profile, 










In order to simulate a three dimensional impeller, the k-epsilon turbulence model was utilized due 
to its ability to handle the transient turbomachinery problems. The k-epsilon model can be derived 
from the Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes equation. It is based on transport equations for the 
turbulence kinetic energy (k) and its dissipation rate (epsilon). The Reynolds averaged Navier- 




































′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅)                                (3-2) 
 The last term of the equation (3-2) which is the Reynolds shear stress relates to the mean velocity 
gradient. This extra term in the average momentum can be defined as: 
−𝜌𝑢𝑖
′𝑢𝑗












)𝛿𝑖𝑗                                                                              (3-3) 
Where the turbulence kinetic energy, k, and its rate of dissipation, epsilon, can be obtained from 
































𝐶 1(𝑃𝑘 + 𝐶 3𝑃𝑏) − 𝐶 2𝜌
2
𝑘
+ 𝑆                                   (3-5) 
In these equations, 𝑃𝑘 represents the generation of the turbulent kinetic energy due to the mean 
velocity gradient which is calculated in the equation (3-6), also, 𝑃𝑏 is the generation of the 
turbulence kinetic energy regarding to the buoyancy which can be calculated as described in the 
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equation (3-9). In these equations, the turbulence viscosity term, 𝜇𝑡, disappears. Where the    
viscosity depends only on the physical properties of the fluid, the turbulent viscosity is turbulent eddy 
viscosity which considers the effect of the velocity fluctuation. The turbulent viscosity formula 
can be written as: 
𝜇𝑡 = 𝜌𝐶𝜇
𝑘2
               (3-6) 
also, s is modulus of the mean rate of strain tensor and defined as: 
𝑠 = √2𝑆𝑖𝑗𝑆𝑖𝑗   (3-7) 
𝑃𝑘 = 𝜇𝑡𝑆






                         (3-9) 
in the equation (3-9), Prt is the Prandtl number for energy, 𝑔𝑖 is the gravity and 𝛽 is the coefficient 







)𝑝                                                               (3-10)    
The constants for the k-epsilon model are as follows: 
𝐶𝜇 = 0.09; 𝜎𝑘 = 1.0; 𝜎 = 1.3; 𝐶 1 = 1.44; 𝐶 2 = 1.92                      (3-11)       
To simulate the effect of the sand on the flow, we utilized the Eulerian-Granular (E-G) model to 
have the effect of the sands on the impeller. In the E-G model, the conservation of the momentum 
for the solid phase is derived as: 
𝜕
𝜕𝑡
(𝛼𝑠𝜌𝑠?⃑? 𝑠) + ∇. (𝛼𝑠𝜌𝑠?⃑? 𝑠?⃑? 𝑠) = −𝛼𝑠∇𝑝 − ∇𝑝𝑠  + ∇. ?̿?𝑠 + 𝛼𝑠𝜌𝑠𝑔 + 𝛼𝑠𝜌𝑠(∑𝐹𝑛) + ∑ (𝐾𝑠𝑙(?⃑? 𝑙 − ?⃑? 𝑠)
𝑛
𝑙=1 +
?̇?𝑙𝑠?⃑? 𝑙𝑠)                                                                                      (3-12) 
Here, 𝑝𝑠 is the solid pressure, ?̇?𝑙𝑠 is the mass transfer from the liquid to solid phase, 𝑔   relates to 
the gravity acceleration, ∑𝐹𝑛 represents the external forces on the solid phase such as lift, virtual 
mass, drag and buoyancy forces. 
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Also, 𝐾𝑠𝑙 is the momentum exchange coefficient between the solid and fluid phases, and n is the 
total number of the phases.  
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              (3-14) 
In this equation ds is the diameter of the particles. Also, in the equation (3-13) f represents the drag 




                                                                                                                                              (3-15) 
where CD is the drag function, the subscribe l is for the liquid phase and s denotes the solid phase. 




                 (3-16) 
 If the equations (3-13) through (3-16) are combined together, the fluid-solid exchange coefficient 







)|𝑣 𝑠 − 𝑣 𝑙|                   (3-17) 
During the trajectory of the particle in the continuous phase, external forces will act on it which 
makes the particle path. To take into account these forces, the general equation would be Newton’s 
second law. If we consider the spherical particle with diameter dp and the density ρp, so the mass 





3                             (3-18) 
To define the particle’s velocity and the corresponding acceleration, the following formula would 
be used: 
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𝑢?̇? = 𝑋?̈?             (3-19) 
where the calculation of the particle motion in the Lagrangian frame is based on the Newton’s 
second law as: 
𝑚𝑠?̇?𝑠 = ∑𝐹𝑛              (3-20) 
 In the equation (3-20), right hand side term, ∑ 𝐹𝑛 , is the summation of the external forces on the 
particle which can be due to the other particles or the continuous phase, and the components of the 
forces include drag, buoyancy, virtual mass, lift, pressure and stress gradient[29]. Generally, drag 




            (3-21) 
In the above equation, it is obvious that the source of drag force comes from the velocity difference 
between the particle and the continuous phase, where the 𝜏𝑝 represents the relaxation factor of the 






             (3-22) 
in the equation (3-22), the drag coefficient, 𝐶𝐷 , depends on the flow regime around the discrete 
particle and should be calculated based on the relative particle Reynolds number. In this regards, 













0.687)              0.1 ≤ 𝑅𝑒𝑝 ≤ 10
3            
0.44                                          𝑅𝑒𝑝 ≥ 10
3              
                       (3-23) 





3𝑔(𝜌𝑠 − 𝜌𝑙)                       (3-24) 
Based on this equation, when the diameter of the particle increases, the buoyancy force would have 
more impact on the particle trajectory. 
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The other force term can be the virtual mass force due to acceleration of the fluid mass near the 







(𝑢𝑙 − 𝑢𝑠)           (3-25) 
The lift force acting on the particle is the external force due to velocity gradient in the primary 
phase flow field. This term is more significant when the diameter of the particles is considerable. 
Generally, the lift force is computed from the following equation: 
𝐹𝐿 = −0.5𝜌𝑙𝛼𝑙|?⃑? 𝑠 − ?⃑? 𝑙| × (∇ × ?⃑? 𝑙)                                                                                                       (3-26) 
In most cases, the lift force term is not significant compared to the other forces, unless the particles 
diameter is considerable. 
From the equations (3-21)-(3-26) we can define the external forces which act on the particles. 
These forces come from other particles or the continuous flow. After considering all the forces in 
the momentum equation of solid phase, ANSYS Fluent uses stochastic tracking methods to predict 
the trajectory of the particles regarding to the turbulence nature of the flow. It means, Fluent will 
predict the trajectory of particles using the mean fluid phase velocity, ?̅?, and applies the fluctuation 
velocity as: 
𝑢 = ?̅? + 𝑢′             (3-27) 
Fluent uses the integral time scale concept, T, to predict the particle dispersion. Integral time scale 










                      (3-28) 
As it can be seen from the equation (3-28), integral time is proportional to the particle dispersion 
rate, which it means the larger values indicates more turbulence motion in the flow.  
For simulation process, the first step to implement would be importing the computer-aided design 
(CAD) model of the pump. After importing the CAD file, we should discretize the model into 
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smaller elements which is called meshing and specify the boundary conditions. As a general rule, 
the boundary conditions should be physically meaningful such as specified pressure conditions or 
flow rate at the inlet or outlet. Also, it should be noted that the pressure and velocity boundary 
condition cannot be used at the same boundary since the velocity itself is influenced by the pressure 
gradient. After that, the turbulent kinetic energy and its dissipations rate can be calculated based 
on the value of turbulence intensity specified in the inlet. The last part of the simulation is the post 
processing step, which provides visualized results through the cutting planes, contouring, 
streamlines.  
In terms of predicting the erosion rate, a new model which was proposed by Pirouzpanah et al. 








)1.25                                                                                                    (3-29) 
where EF is the erosion factor, 𝛼𝑠 is the sand volume fraction, 𝑉𝑠 and ?̅?𝑠𝑜 are the near wall sand 
velocity and reference sand velocity, 𝐾𝑓 and ?̅?𝑓𝑜 are the turbulent kinetic energy and reference 
turbulent kinetic energy. Then, the erosion rate is calculated by following equation: 
𝐸𝑅 = 𝐴. 𝐸𝐹2 + 𝐵. 𝐸𝐹                                 (3-30) 
where ER is the erosion rate, A=0.0163 and B=0.8774 [33].
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CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
To solve the equations discussed in chapter three for an impeller, computational fluid dynamics 
(CFD) method is used in this research. CFD analysis uses numerical methods and algorithms to 
discretize the domain into small subdomains.  Due to the great advantages of this method, CFD 
has become a useful tool in the research and industrial processes. In this chapter, we present the 
results of erosion rates simulation in an impeller under different operating conditions. As a first 
step to perform the numerical simulation, geometry of the impeller should be defined. For this 
purpose, we used Solidworks software that is capable to generate CAD files which were then 
imported into ANSYS Fluent. The CAD model of the impeller is illustrated in Fig. 8.  
 
 
Figure 8. Schematic of the impeller 
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Analytical solution of a partial differential equation (PDE) in many cases is not applicable. In such 
conditions, the continuous domain of the problem is discretized into finite elements/volumes and 
numerical techniques are used to solve the problem.  Regarding to the discretization technique, 
there are approaches as finite volume, finite element or finite difference methods. In this thesis 
ANSYS Fluent is used for solving the problem which is based on the finite volume method and 
considers the momentum and mass conservation at each finite volume level. So, the domain should 
be meshed after creating the geometry. Mesh generation or gridding is the process in which the 
domain of the problem is subdivided into small elements/volumes. More accurate results will be 
obtained when the domain is subdivided into more elements/volumes, called finer mesh. However, 
we should consider that the finer mesh needs more computational time and processing capability. 
To obtain an accurate solution with minimum possible computational time, the geometry should 
be meshed to a point that making finer mesh beyond it would have negligible impact on the results 
but the computational time increases. In terms of gridding, the model was meshed in ANSYS 
ICEM module that is shown in Fig. 9.  
 
Figure 9. Meshed model of the impeller  
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Impeller’s total pressure was used to check the mesh independency as it can be seen in Fig. 10. 
Since the pressure is specified at the outlet boundary condition, the accuracy of the pressure in the 
impeller is demanded and we used the total pressure criteria to find the optimum mesh of the 
domain. In this figure, the total pressure in different mesh numbers are compared with the result 
of the model with the largest mesh number and the differences are calculated as a percentage from 
this value. 
 
Figure 10. Mesh independency of the impeller  
Therefore, in order to save the computational time with desired precision, the impeller was meshed 
with 319.17 K meshes, which its deviation from the highest mesh number is less than one percent. 
In terms of solving, the model was analyzed based on the standard k-epsilon two-equation 
turbulence model with SIMPLE algorithm where the algorithm flowchart is depicted in Fig. 11.  
Also, we used the moving reference frame model to present the rotational speed of the impeller 
that assumed as 3600 and 3000 rpm. All the other set up which applied in the solution are listed in 
table1. To have more stability on the model, Green-Gauss Node Based scheme was applied as 
gradient discretization method. 
 
















Figure 11. SIMPLE method flowchart [34] 
 
Based on SIMPLE flowchart, solver starts with setting the boundary conditions, then solves the 
discretized momentum equation based on a pressure value conjecture to compute the intermediate 
velocity field. In step two, the pressure correction equation is solved then the pressure and velocity 
values will be updated. In the next step, these values are implemented into k-epsilon turbulence 
equations. This loop would be repeated till the solution converges. 
To simulate two-phase flow, the Eulerian-Eulerian model was applied. Generally, there are two 
approaches as Euler-Lagrange (EL) and Euler-Euler (EE) models for CFD solving of multiphase 
problems. In EL method, the primary phase is treated as a continuous phase using Eulerian 
 
Yes    
Step1: solve V* from momentum equations  
Step2: introduce correction P’ and express V’ = V* + f(P’) 
Step3: substitute V into continuity equation, solve P’ and then V  
Step4: Solve k and  equations 
Guess p*  
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framework, whereas the secondary phase is considered as discrete phase which follows by 
Newton’s second laws of motion, like discrete particle modeling (DPM). This approach needs 
more computational memory in order to study the individual particle motion [35]. On the other 
hand, primary and secondary phases in EE method are considered as separate inter-penetrating 
fluids in the shared computational domain. So, the coupling between phases is obtained from 
pressure and interphase exchange coefficient. This model, allows the phases to stay in interaction 
together while treated separately, and the number of the particles is not limited. 
 
Table1. Set ups and scheme used in the solution method 
Model k-epsilon standard 
Scheme of the solution Phase Coupled SIMPLE 
Pressure Discretization Second order 
Momentum Discretization Second order upwind 
Turbulence kinetic energy Discretization First order 
Turbulence dissipation rate Discretization First order 
 
During the simulation, under relaxation factors for pressure, density, momentum, volume fraction, 
turbulent kinetic energy, turbulent dissipation rate and turbulent viscosity were chosen to be 0.2, 0.5, 
0.35, 0.25, 0.4, 0.4 and 0.4 respectively. The working fluid is oil with the viscosity and specifications 
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Table 2. Common properties of working fluid 
Working fluid Oil 
temperature 200°F 
Viscosity 0.6cp 
API gravity oil 35API  
Impeller frequency  50 and 60 Hz 
 
In the pre-processing step, one of the most important set up is related to the definition of the 
boundary conditions. It means that the behavior of a differential equation at the boundary of its 
domain will be defined by the boundary conditions. So, they are critical component of simulation 
and they should be specified appropriately. As a general rule, a physical meaningful boundary 
condition, such as a specified pressure condition, should be considered at the boundaries. Also, the 
pressure and velocity cannot be used at the same boundary since the velocity is influenced by 
pressure gradients as well. Therefore, the pressure defined at the outlet boundary condition and 
flow mass specified at the inlet in all the presented models in this thesis. All the simulations 
performed regarding to a new model proposed by Pirouzpanah et al. [33] which used the Eulerian-
Eulerian approach. As a base case model, we considered the pump is working at 60 Hz while the 
sand diameter and sand density are respectively 53 micrometers and 2300 kg/m3 [33]. Also, the 
impeller frequency and sand size of 50 Hz and 150 micrometers were used to find their effects on 
the erosion rate.  The pressure at outlet specified as 700 psi and the fluid entered with the flow rate 
of 2000 bbl/day.  The results of these assumptions can be seen in Figs. 12-14. In all the simulations, 
we presented the pressure contour, velocity profile and erosion rate inside the impeller.  
 




Figure 12. Pressure contour (psia) at 60 Hz, sand size and density as 53μm and 2300 kg/m3 
 
 
Figure 13. Velocity magnitude (m/s) at 60 Hz, sand size and density as 53μm and 2300 kg/m3 
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Figure 14. Erosion rate [μm/hr] at 60 Hz, sand size and density as 53μm and 2300 kg/m3 
 
Results show that the pump in this condition is capable to increase the total pressure from 616 to 
700 psi. Also, the maximum erosion is 5.06×10-1 micrometer per hour, which occurs at the entrance 
of the pump and the leading side of the blades. To find a better pattern about the erosion rate, we 
investigated other cases in which the parameters such as sand diameter, pressure at outlet, sand 
density and the rotational speed of the impeller are variable. As a next step, we examined the effect 
of sand size on erosion rates. For this purpose, the sand diameter changed to 150 micrometers in 
which all the other assumptions remained fixed. The results of the new case are shown in Figs. 15- 
17. In the following models, we intended to find the effect of key parameters on erosion rate. 
Therefore, we compared different scenarios to have a clear insight about the possible ways of 
erosion rate reduction in ESP. In each of the presented scenarios, one of the major parameters 
varies while the other conditions and parameters remain unchanged.  
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Figure 15. Pressure contour (psia) at 60 Hz, sand size and density as 150μm and 2300 kg/m3 
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Figure 17. Erosion rate [μm/hr] at 60 Hz, sand size and density as 150μm and 2300 kg/m3 
 
In this case an erosion rate increment of 15.1 percent is gained compared to the previous scenario. 
Also, the erosion is more concentrated on the leading side of the blades which is related to 
increasing the sand size. In the next scenario we intended to find the effect of rotational speed on 
erosion rate of the system. So, we kept all the parameters and boundary conditions unchanged 
except of rotational speed which was set to 50 Hz.  
 
Figure 18. Pressure contour (psia) at 50 Hz, sand size and density as 53μm and 2300 kg/m3 
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Figure 19. Velocity magnitude (m/s) at 50 Hz, sand size and density as 53μm and 2300 kg/m3 
 
 
Figure 20. Erosion rate [μm/hr] at 50 Hz, sand size and density as 53μm and 2300 kg/m3 
 
Considering the energy enters to the system by impeller rotational speed, we predicted a farther 
distance of particle shooting regarding to the higher rotational speed. Taking this into 
consideration, we can see in Figs. 18-20, the maximum pressure inside the impeller decreases, 
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besides erosion rate declines by 36.84 percent of its value in the first case. Also, it is obvious in 
Fig. 20 that the erosion happens more on the inlet of the system, where the system has not enough 
force to shoot the particles to the farther distances. In addition, the profile of velocity which is in 
close relationship with the rotational speed is decreased. This means the particles hit the wall by 
less kinetic energy. To have the effect of both sand size and the rotational speed, we analyzed a 
model in which the rotational speed is 50 Hz and sand size assumed as 150 micrometers. During 
the simulation, the rest of the parameters and inputs as pressure output, density and inlet flow rate 
are constant.  
 
Figure 21. Pressure contour (psia) at 50 Hz, sand size and density as 150μm and 2300 kg/m3 
 
 
Figure 22. Velocity magnitude (m/s) at 50 Hz, sand size and density as 150μm and 2300 kg/m3 
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Figure 23. Erosion rate [μm/hr] at 50 Hz, sand size and density as 150μm and 2300 kg/m3 
 
In this scenario, total pressure experiences its highest value at the far point of leading edge of the 
blade, where the last contact between the blade as energy transferor into the system and working 
fluid happens. In terms of erosion rate, we increased the sand size, whereas the rotational speed is 
decreased. Based on the previous results, these two parameters have opposite effects on erosion 
rate. Thus, the net change of erosion rate should be determined proportional to the component that 
has the dominant impact on it. The results show that the erosion rate is decreased by 6.7 percent 
compared to the first case study. Also, both the pressure side and leading side of blades are eroded 
as it can be seen in Fig. 23. 
One of the other parameters which has a key impact on the erosion rate is the density of sand 
particles. Density is related to buoyancy and drag forces on the particles and also indirectly effects 
on lift force. Therefore, we changed the sand density to 2100kg/m3 while all the other conditions 
remained unchanged. That means the system is run by 50 Hz rotational frequency, the outlet 
pressure set as 700 psi and the mass flow rate at the inlet assumed as 2000 bbl/day.  
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Figure 24. Pressure contour (psia) at 50 Hz, sand size and density as 53μm and 2100 kg/m3 
 
 
Figure 25. Velocity magnitude at 50 Hz, sand size and density as 53μm and 2100 kg/m3 
 
As it can be seen in Figs. 24-26, total pressure increases from 620.3 psia at the inlet to 700 psia at 
the outlet, which is very close to the base case scenario. It can be concluded that the same level of 
pressure will be sufficient with the lower frequency of impeller when the particles with lower 
density enter the system. This conclusion is important, because the rotational speed has a direct 
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relationship with power consumption of the system. It means that more power saving is expected 
in this scenario compared to the base case model. 
 
Figure 26. Erosion rate [μm/hr] at 50 Hz, sand size and density as 53μm and 2100 kg/m3 
 
In Fig. 26, it can be seen that the erosion rate is decreased from 5.067×10-1 in the first case to 
4.930×10-1 micrometer per hour which is 2.7 percent reduction of the initial value. Indeed, by this 
system, we can have the same total pressure increase in the system compared to the first case model 
which conveys the sands with higher density. The other key parameter in erosion rate depends on 
the working pressure of the system. Once the total pressure increases, it means that the net force 
on the inlet cross section area will enhance. On the other hand, the acting forces on the particles 
have the key roles on the erosion rate inside a system based on the previous chapter.  
To find the pressure effect on erosion rate, the pressure at the outlet defined as 1000psia, while the 
other inputs remained unchanged. The results for this case are presented in Figs. 27-29. In this 
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Figure 27. Pressure contour (psia) at 60 Hz, sand size and density as 53μm and 2300 kg/m3 
 
 
Figure 28. Velocity magnitude at 60 Hz, sand size and density as 53μm and 2300 kg/m3 
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Figure 29. Erosion rate [μm/hr] at 60 Hz, sand size and density as 53μm and 2300 kg/m3 
 
Results show that the pump can increase the total pressure by 82.4 psi, also erosion rate 
experienced higher value between all the case studies. The main could be related to the net force 
on the particles imposed by the system. Therefore, the particles have enough energy to travel far 
distances with higher impact on the surfaces. The results demonstrate 18.6 percent enhancement 
in erosion rate compared to the same system when the pressure at the outlet is 700 psia. Based on 
the data from the simulation, we can conclude that the working pressure of the pump will have the 
most effect on the erosion rate. It means that the highest erosion rate would be expected at the last 
stages of a multistage ESP pump. Also, in terms of increasing the life span of ESP pump, it can be 
recommended that erosion resistant material coating should be done at the last stages, where the 
impact of sands is more severe due to the higher working pressure.  
In the last scenario, we modeled the impeller with total pressure at outlet as 1000 psia, sand density 
and size of 2300 kg/m3 and 150 micrometers and the rotational frequency of 50 Hz. The results for 
this case can be seen in Figs. 30-33  
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Figure 30. Pressure contour (psia) at 50 Hz, sand size and density as 150μm and 2300 kg/m3 
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Figure 32. Erosion rate [μm/hr] at 50 Hz, sand size and density as 150μm and 2300 kg/m3 
 
Results denote that we can expect pressure increase of 56.5 psi per stage in this case, in which the 
erosion rate is exceed by 16.12 percent compared to the first model. Considering last two models 
with 1000 psia pressure at the outlet, it can be concluded that erosion rate is decreased by 2 percent 
when impeller is run with lower rotational speed but carries bigger sand size diameter. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 
CFD simulation for an impeller of an ESP pump is performed with two phase flows where the 
primary phase was oil and the secondary phase was sand. The model is based on the Eulerian-
Eulerian approach and the solving algorithm selected as SIMPLE method. The role of different 
parameters on the erosion rate was studied, such as sand size, pressure at outlet, rotational speed 
and sand density. Among all these parameters, the pressure at the outlet shows a significant effect 
on the erosion rate. Also, the maximum erosion rate usually occurs on the leading edge of the 
blades where harder material should be used in order to enhance the life span of the pump. Also, 
the rotational speed can have a major effect on the erosion rate. Hence, we conclude that applying 
the pump in the lower rotational speed is preferred instead of running at the highest possible 
rotational speed. On the other hand, if a total pressure is required to carry the oil to the surface, it 
is better to use more stages to reach to the desired total pressure instead of increasing the rotational 
speed of the pump. 
Since CFD simulation of erosion rate in ESP pump performed successfully, the following studies 
as the future work are recommended: 
 The effect of different working fluid on the erosion can be modeled in the future study. For this 
purpose, different primary phases can be changed with the same idea of two phase fluid flow or 
applying the combination of different phases as gas, liquid, and solid to the system. For the 
later, the effect of different pressures on the phase interchanges can be studied as well.
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 The experimental study can be performed to develop the current model of erosion rate.  
 The interaction between impeller and diffuser can be obtained by modeling both of them in an 
ESP pump.  
 Different types of erosive materials can be tested for the impeller in order to find their effects. 
 In the multistage pump, since the effect of each stage would be important on the next one, the 
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